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VITAL METALS (ASX: VML)
Vital Metals is Canada’s first – and North America’s second – rare earths producer, with

production underway at Nechalacho in June 2021. The company aims to produce a minimum

5,000 tonnes of contained REO at Nechalacho by 2025.

If we are to make a list of critical minerals that are needed to drive modern economies and

tackle climate change, Rare Earth metals sit right up there with lithium, uranium, and

hydrogen - all minerals we have deep dived into already. The rare earth minerals market is

expected to grow at 10.8% CAGR to 2026. The rise in demand reflects the need for such

minerals as magnets in electric vehicles (EV) and increasing shift to clean energy. The

demand for clean energy is being supported by government policies.

Vital has also commenced drilling to define a mine plan for Stage 2 at Nechalacho as it

works to develop a larger scale, longer life rare earths project. Vital aims to become the

lowest cost producer of mixed rare earth oxide outside of China by developing one of the

highest grade rare earth deposits in the world and the only rare earth project capable of

beneficiation solely by ore sorting. Vital’s other projects include the high-grade Wigu Hill

rare earth resource in Tanzania.

Vital aims to be the largest independent supplier of clean mixed rare earth feedstock

outside China. With the imbalances in the industry and the strategic location of Vital's

mine, the company is positioned optimally to benefit from the rare earth's boom.



HAS is a Perth headquartered firm that is in the business of exploration and

development of rare earth deposits in Australia. The Gascoyne region of Western

Australia, Hastings holds interest in a 650 square km Yangibana rare earth project. In

addition to this, Hastings also has 10 prospecting licenses in the Brockman heavy rare

earth project – which is also located in Western Australia, but in the East Kimberley

region.

The reason we like Hastings is because it has a promising vision and execution

capabilities to become one of Australia’s leading rare earth businesses. The company

has significant supply capacity of Neodymium (Nd) and Praseodymium (Pr), for which

demand is growing at a rapid pace from global industries for the production of

technology metals, particularly used for the development of permanent magnets.

Hastings already has 65% of its production contracted for 10 years with offtake

agreements. Furthermore, it has also entered into two more agreements for a tenor of

10 years and 5 years. The 65% offtake secured does de-risk the investment case for

Hastings’s investors as an element of security has already come into effect before

production. 

In our view, Hastings can play an important role alongside a few global players. The

structural change in supply and demand dynamics and the lack of new significant

investments in rare earth production outside of China in the past decade have created

a rush to develop new sources of supply even as the European and US Governments

push to develop a mine-to-magnets supply chain independent of China. 

HASTINGS TECHNOLOGY METALS (ASX: HAS)



American Rare Earths is an Australian explorer focused on cementing itself as a key

player in the development of critical high value scandium and rare earths in mining

friendly Arizona in the US.

American Rare Earths made its mark as the only ASX-listed company with exposure to

the US rare earths market following its acquisition of the La Paz Scandium and Rare

Earths Project in August 2019. The project, which has the potential to be the largest

rare earth project in North America, contains an existing NI 43-101 resource.

The company is focused on building scale to meet critical US demand, and in August

2020 expanded its portfolio to include the Laramie Rare Earths Project in Wyoming.

La Paz offers a unique opportunity for shareholders to gain exposure to the US rare

earths market, where security of supply is critical because of rising global trade

tensions. La Paz is a large tonnage, bulk deposit comprising high value, light rare earth

(LREE) assemblage with the potential to be the largest rare earth project in North

America. The project benefits from excellent local infrastructure – electricity, water,

gas – as well as local and federal government support in a mining friendly jurisdiction.

With the strategic location of its project sites and the potential high-grade deposit,

ARR could become one of the key global players directly addressing this geopolitical

risk and become a main partner with the West. As there is relatively near no

competition in this sector, we think ARR could exhibit tremendous upside potential

AMERICAN RARE EARTHS (ASX: ARR)


